The public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 1 hour per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. To support the constantly increasing performance and reliability expectations for tactical communications, wireless systems must cope with the formidable challenges that stem from wireless fading and multipath effects, interference, finite-precision signal processing, high signal dimension, and limited device size, to name a few. The goal of this proposal is to design low-cost wireless devices that can communicate effectively at high data rates. During the 9-month period of this grant, we have developed novel lattice-reduction aided detectors by further 
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The number of undergraduates funded by this agreement who graduated during this period: Developed an LR-aided K-best algorithm which outperforms the existing LR-aided schemes for both coded and uncoded systems and also K-best sphere decoding algorithms [3] .
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• Introduced an LR realization algorithm which distributes LR hardware complexity to different cycles and thus allow early termination [4] .
• Applied LR to ISI channels (e.g., optical MIMO systems) and proposed LR aided Wiener filter [5] . terminating and further reducing the hardware complexity. The combination of the proposed theory, software, and hardware contributions will naturally address the cost, reliability, latency, throughput, and power requirements of current and future wireless tactical communication systems. This interdisciplinary research advances both theoretical communication analysis and hardware realization technologies. The goals of this proposal are not only publications, but also a real demo on "LR-aided receiver on the chip" by combining theory, software, and hardware. The new scientific knowledge gained through this research will provide much better technology for communication through wireless channels.
Technology Transfer
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Approaches and Scientific Achievements
♦ Element-based lattice-reduction (ELR) aided detectors for large MIMO systems
Large multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems with tens or hundreds of antennas have shown great potential for next generation of wireless communications to support high spectral efficiencies. However, due to the nondeterministic polynomial hard nature of MIMO detection, large MIMO systems impose stringent requirements on the design of reliable and computationally efficient detectors. Recently, lattice reduction (LR) techniques have been applied to improve the performance of low-complexity detectors for MIMO systems without increasing the complexity dramatically. Most existing LR algorithms are designed to improve the orthogonality of channel matrices, which is not directly related to the error performance. We propose element-based lattice reduction (ELR) algorithms that reduce the diagonal elements of the noise covariance matrix of linear detectors and thus enhance the asymptotic performance of linear detectors. The general goal is formulated as solving a "shortest longest vector reduction" or a stronger version, "shortest longest basis reduction," both of which require high complexity to find the optimal solution. Our proposed ELR algorithms find sub-optimal solutions to the reductions with low complexity and high performance. The fundamental properties of the ELR algorithms are investigated. Simulations show that the proposed ELR-aided detectors yield better error performance than the existing low-complexity detectors for large MIMO systems while maintaining lower complexity. Furthermore, a generalized column operation can be adopted to further improve the performance of ELR. This is called ELR+ algorithm [1, 2] .
♦ An improved LR-aided K-best algorithm
LR technique has caught great attention for multi-input multi-output (MIMO) receiver because of its low complexity and high performance. However, when the number of antennas is large, LR-aided linear detectors and successive interference cancellation (SIC) detectors still exhibit considerable performance gap to the optimal maximum likelihood detector (MLD). To enhance the performance of the LR-aided detectors, the LR-aided K-best algorithm was developed at the cost of the extra complexity on the order O(Nt^2K + NtK^2), where Nt is the number of transmit antennas and K is the number of candidates. In this project, we develop an LR-aided K-best algorithm with lower complexity by exploiting a priority queue. With the aid of the priority queue, our analysis shows that the complexity of the LR-aided K-best algorithm can be further reduced to O(Nt^2K + NtKlog2(K)). The low complexity of the proposed LRaided K-best algorithm allows us to perform the algorithm for large MIMO systems (e.g., 50x50 MIMO systems) with large candidate sizes. Simulations show that as the number of antennas increases, the error performance approaches that of AWGN channel [3] .
♦ Fixed-point realization of LR-aided detectors with soft-output decoders
To enhance the information rate, error-control codes (ECC), e.g., Turbo codes and low-density parity check (LDPC) codes, are incorporated in practical systems. A global optimal decoder is infeasible because the long length of the ECC can lead to excessively high complexity. Therefore, the challenge when incorporating these codes is to achieve reliable operation while exhibiting low complexity at the receiver. In the previous years, we have introduced three novel LR-aided soft-output detectors with low-complexity algorithms to generate candidates and to approach optimal performance. These three detectors are compared with the existing soft-decision methods in both performance and complexity. We demonstrate that with the same number of candidates, our algorithms achieve better performance compared to the alternatives. In this current project, we have focused on realization. The whole receiver fixed point implementation has been performed and the 2x2 LR-aided K-best algorithm [3] has been implemented on FPGA.
♦ Incremental lattice reduction: LR with early termination
Current applications of LR-aided detectors involve executing a LR algorithm to completion and then utilizing this result in the sub-sequent symbol detection. In this project, however, we examine the possibility of partially executing the lattice reduction algorithm. We first demonstrate using a hypothetical LR-aided detector that early termination of LR algorithms is possible in the context of MIMO detection. Encouraged by these results, we develop and introduce incremental LR, which utilizes a practical early termination condition. We then apply this idea to develop a joint symbol detection and LR algorithm that is based on the LLL algorithm and successive interference cancellation. An evaluation using a spatial correlation channel model demonstrates that the proposed algorithm effectively distributes the lattice reduction processing over the length of each received packet. This behavior naturally enables the relaxation of throughput and latency requirements of lattice reduction algorithm hardware realizations [4] .
♦ LR-aided Wiener filtering for communications over ISI channels
Wiener filter is widely used to equalize the signals over inter-symbol interference (ISI) channels because of its low complexity and optimality in terms of mean square error (MSE). However, Wiener filter is generally not optimal in terms of symbol detection error and thus can exhibit considerable error performance degradation in ISI channels. In this project, we propose LR-aided Wiener filter that aims at minimizing the MSE for the symbols in lattice-reduced domain. Simulations show that the LR-aided Wiener filter exhibits significant error performance improvement over the Wiener filter, especially for higherorder modulations.
Significance and Relevance to the Army
The new vision of the Army calls for objective force that is responsive, is rapidly deployable, encompasses the full mission spectrum, is highly lethal, and is survivable. For future army wireless communications and networks, it is critical to develop signal processing methods that support high spectral efficiency, high transmission rate, low decoding delay, and high mobility. These methods are essential for war-fighters onthe-move, secure anti-jam links, and reduction of the probability of interception and detection. Our designs provide great potential along these lines. The proposed research will benefit the development of future tactical battlefield communication networks. Through technological innovations, we will enhance the robustness and improve the capacity of tactical communications. The combination of the proposed theory, software, and hardware contributions will naturally address the cost, reliability, latency, throughput, and power requirements of current and future wireless tactical communication systems. This interdisciplinary research will advance both theoretical communication analysis and hardware realization technologies. The goals of this proposal are not only publications, but also a real demo on ``LR-aided receiver on the chip'' by combining theory, software, and hardware. The new scientific knowledge gained through this research will provide much better technology for communication through wireless channels. ♦ Designed enhanced lattice reduction algorithms which optimize the asymptotic error performance of linear detectors [1, 2] .
Accomplishments
Conclusions
During the project period, the PI, Co-PI, and three graduate research assistants have conducted extensive research guided by the proposal that we submitted. The proposed objectives have been fully achieved, 3 journal papers, 2 conference proceeding papers, and 1 technical report have been published/submitted, one MS degree will be awarded (the MS student is finishing this fall). In addition, during this period, new ideas and approaches along this topic have emerged to better finish up the rest of the project period and develop continued proposal for possible future funding.
Current and near future plans ♦ FPGA implementation of CLLL-aided K-best Algorithm for 8x8 256-QAM MIMO systems
Currently, we already have the CLLL algorithm realized on FPGA and the LR-aided Kbest detector proposed in [3] have also been realized on FPGA for 2x2 MIMO systems. Now we are extensively working on the 8x8 MIMO systems. Our target deadline is at the end of 2012.
♦ 2x2 live demo based NI PXI
In the past year, we have spent a lot of efforts in developing a live-demo based on NI PXI chasses. In Aug. 2012, we have successfully delivered a point-to-point live-demo at NI Week (an annual event by NI) using NI PXI chasses. We build the reference base line model (from symbol transmission to synchronization and until BER calculation). Now NI has adopted our codes as the reference base line model for other PXI users. Now we are working on MIMO systems.
